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Seasonal Continuation Daily Energy Prices

Gas Electricity

June to Sept '21
• Harsh Asian and long European Winter

• Lower than forecasted renewable generation

• Low gas storage increase in demand/competition for LNG
• Interconnector issues - could not import power

• Unexpected outages gas fields reducing capacity to export

December '21
• One of the main pipelines flowing gas from 

Russia to Europe reversed flows causing huge 

concerns for a short period
• Milder weather, high wind output, and increased 

LNG supply reduced immediate supply concerns

February '22
• Russia invades Ukraine causing huge concerns 

around security of supply for Europe (traditionally 

c.50% supplied by Russia)
• Prices settle as flows continue although still huge 

amount of uncertainty and nervousness
• Urgency to fill storage across Europe ready for Winter

August '22
• Capacity via Nordstream 1 severely affected 

by “maintenance”

• NS1 completely offline by the early September
• By the end of September state sponsored 

sabotage of both Nord Stream 1 & 2 
completely removing their ability to flow gas

• Extremely mild start to Winter across Europe 

combined with high storage is keeping a lid on 
prices, but markets are incredibly sensitive. 

Prolonged or late cold spells will cause huge 
problems

Oct '22 - Nov '22
• Extremely mild start to winter

• Storage levels high as a result

• Low LNG demand from China

Currently around 40% of electricity in the UK is generated by burning gas which results is gas and electricity prices being strongly correlated.

Seasonal Continuation - at any point in time the price represents the cost of buying energy to be delivered for the next 

immediate season (e.g., the price in January 24 w ould represent the cost of energy to be delivered in Summer 24 (Apr 24-

Sep 24) w hen in April the price represents the cost of energy to be delivered in Winter ‘24 (Oct 24-Mar 25).
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Seasonal Continuation Daily Energy Prices

Gas Electricity

Seasonal prices shifted from high volatility in 2022 to 

relative stability in 2023

High Volatility

Relative Stability

In comparison to 2022, seasonal prices were much 

less volatile in 2023 but they remain elevated when 

compared to pre-energy crisis levels.
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Seasonal Continuation Daily Energy Prices

Gas Electricity

Despite geopolitical headwinds in 2023, market prices 

trended down

Dec '22 - May '23
• First real cold snap of the winter

• Mild windy weather

• Winter demand c.20% down due to mild weather/demand destruction
• Storage levels ended winter higher than even optimistic forecasts

• Strong LNG supply (First German floating LNG terminal)
• Improved French Nuclear supply outlook

June '23
• Heavy Norwegian maintenance

• Political instability in Russia (major LNG supplier)

• Strong LNG supply (First of many German floating LNG terminal)

Aug '23 - Sept '23 
• Dispute at large LNG plants in Australia (10% global LNG supply)

• Return of heavy maintenance in Norway

Oct ‘23 – Dec’ 23
• Middle East conflict breaks out concerns ease after initial spike

• Record high European Storage

• Strong LNG flows
• Strong Norwegian output

• Attacks in Red Sea fail to impact market even after increased 
military presence from the U.S. and UK
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Gas Electricity

2022 Average

2023 Average

Down 60%

Average seasonal prices for 2023 were significantly 

lower than 2022



Average seasonal continuation prices Y-o-Y 

Average Seasonal Continuation Price (p/kWh)

Description Year Gas
Y-o-Y 

Difference
Electricity

Y-o-Y 

Difference

Pre-energy Crisis 2019 1.6 n/a 5.1 n/a

Covid - low global energy demand 2020 1.1 -33% 4.1 -18%

Economic rebound leading on to start of energy crisis 2021 3.2 197% 9.8 136%

Peak of crisis due to removal of Russian piped gas 2022 11.3 250% 31.9 226%

“New Normal” relative stability 2023 4.3 -62% 12.5 -61%

Prices from 2023 were over 3x higher 

than pre-energy crisis levels
2023 vs 2019 167% 146%



Day-ahead energy prices have also moved from extreme 

volatility in 2022 to relative stability in 2023
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Day Ahead Energy Prices

Gas Electricity

High Volatility

Relative Stability



Day-ahead energy prices Y-o-Y 

Average Day-ahead Price (p/kWh)

Description Year Gas
Y-o-Y 

Difference
Electricity

Y-o-Y 

Difference

Pre-energy Crisis 2019 1.2 n/a 4.3 n/a

Covid - low global energy demand 2020 0.8 -29% 3.6 -16%

Economic rebound leading on to start of energy crisis 2021 3.9 364% 12.3 238%

Peak of crisis due to removal of Russian piped gas 2022 7.1 82% 20.9 71%

“New Normal” relative stability 2023 3.4 -52% 9.5 -53%

Prices from 2023 were significantly 

higher than pre-energy crisis levels
2023 vs 2019 190% 124%

Day-ahead – at any point in time the price represents the cost of buying energy to be delivered the next 

w orking day (e.g., A price in today w ould represent the cost of energy to delivered in tomorrow .



Market Outlook
Despite at the start of winter 23 risks being skewed towards the upside, now we are over halfway through the season the 

outlook is much more positive. Strong supply from Norway with very limited maintenance and a mild start to the season has 

provided confidence to the market that the winter will be managed comfortably. Even in cold scenarios storage is predicted to  

be in a good position at the end of winter, reducing bullish pressure on prices in the coming seasons. Geopolitical factors still 

have the potential to cause market shocks but the increased LNG regasification capacity in Europe has significantly reduced 

supply security risks in the future.

Downside

Strong storage position across Europe.

Even in cold weather scenarios there should be ample 

supply to comfortably make it through to spring.

Economic outlook could reenforce lack of demand.

Any potential for de-escalation in Middle East.

Upside

LNG diversion to Asia if their demand ramps up.

Infrastructure risk or delays (LNG and pipelines).

Cuts to remaining Russia pipeline supply.

Demand bounce back from industrial sector.

Possible further escalation in Middle East.



Disclaimer: The information contained in this document has been prepared in good faith by Ginger Energy and provides our views 

on current/future trends and outcomes, but, as with all forecasts dependent upon multiple, complex variables, there is no cer tainty 

whatsoever that our forecasts will turn out to be correct.  The information may be based on licenced 3rd party data, publicly 

available sources, assumptions, and observable market conditions and may change without notice.  No warranty, express or 

implied, is made as to the accuracy, correctness, fitness for purpose, completeness or adequacy of this information nor is it 

intended to serve as basis for any procurement decision and as such Ginger Energy shall not accept any responsibility or liability 

for any action taken, financial or otherwise, as a result of this information. Please note that this email is intended for the recipient 

only and may not be copied, reproduced, or distributed without the prior consent of Ginger Energy.

Focusing our energy 

on yours

The Cloisters, 12 George Road,
Edgbaston, 
Birmingham. 

B15 1NP

0345 307 3433
info@gingerenergy.co.uk
www.gingerenergy.co.uk
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